The creation of a common European market necessarily only goods and capital will travel but also services and lab repeated in the literature on European integration and is in the Treaty of Rome, which established the European E nity (EEC). Article 3c of the Treaty of Rome specifically call to remove obstacles to the free movement of persons and vidson argues that this Article has been interpreted to human-as opposed to purely economic-concerns. Citin the Council Regulation 1612/68 (Official Journal 1968 L freedom of movement is considered a fundamental righ their families, Davidson concludes that it is "abundantly c directly concerned with the human dimensions of this p production."'1
The concept of creating an integrated trans-European labor market introduces the issues of training, certification, and hence the importance of the mutual recognition of qualifications in the European union. In practice, migrant Europeans rely on some kind of authoritative ruling in order to enter the labor market in a foreign state. This fact is spelled out in the preamble to the 1988 Council Directive on the recognition of higher education diplomas: "Whereas, in order to provide a rapid response to the expectations of nationals of Community countries who hold higher-education diplomas awarded on completion of professional education and training issued in a member state other than that in which they wish to pursue their profession, another method of recognition of such diplomas should be in place such as to enable those concerned to pursue all those professional activities which in a host member-state are dependent on the completion of postsecondary education and training."2 BLITZ Recognition has been defined in many ways: as equivalence unconditional and full acceptance of one's educational qualifi training for the purposes of employment; as partial recognition, conditional acceptance of qualifications and training and the additional requirements be fulfilled beforehand; or the acce riods of specific short-term training or study abroad as credit to qualification.3 While there is little universal agreement on the no ognition, and indeed, all of the above definitions have been recognition of qualifications is a topical issue in the Europea point is underlined in the recent Green Paper on Education, Train search, which asserted that the lack of recognition could be trans-European mobility.4 For example, the nonrecognition o riods spent abroad acts as a disincentive because it can mean th concerned have to be repeated or may even result in a loss of recognition can also be a barrier to finding work in the host finding anotherjob when returning home.
This article analyzes the relationship between education, certification and the goals of political and economic integrati ropean Union. It assesses the European Union's response to th a unified labor market by examining two institutional paths f the mutual recognition of professional qualifications. To this porates institutional analysis to investigate the inner working pean Commission and European Parliament's Committee on P lowing Keohane and March and Olsen,5 I assume that: (1) inst politics and (2) institutions are fashioned by their histories, toms that produce certain political outcomes. Yet, while it is recognize that history is path-dependent and that institution selves be bound by the terms of their inception, it should be stitutions can achieve ends that sometimes elude traditional a ing states. As political scientist Robert Putnam writes, institu serve as devices for achieving purposes-notjust political agre the purposes of this study, it is therefore essential not simply to degree to which professional qualifications have been recogn institutional processes that make this possible. With this in mind 3See Ulrich Teichler, Recognition: A Typological Overview ofRecognition Issues Arising i Abroad, ERASMUS monographs, no. 3 (Brussels: ERASMUS Bureau, 1990) . tutional paths have been selected, including the commission's us tives and the European Parliament's efforts as a lobbying forum.
The theoretical basis for this study is informed by the literatur national cooperation and European integration. Why states cho ply with mandates from the commission and whether or not efforts by national governments actually lead to integration a questions of a larger political inquiry regarding the evolution o pean Union. Integration has been accounted for in many ways institutionalist-functionalist assertions that integration occurs whe powers are transferred to supranational institutions through "spillover"; federalist explanations that emphasize the role of th Court of Justice and the creation of European Community (EC takes precedence over national laws; and communicationist appr stress the effectiveness of transborder contacts, high levels of i ence, and market forces that serve to weaken national authorities and administrative traditions.
This article incorporates functionalist and communicationist analyses to demonstrate the importance of institutions as forums for political mediation. In this study, integration is examined following Ernest Haas's model of functionalism,7 which it identifies with occurrences of spillover, and Leon Lindberg's approach of seeking out evidence of engrenage. According to Lindberg, engrenage was understood as "bureaucratic interpenetration" where, over the course of repeated high-level communication, officials in different member states tended to work through institutions toward common European objectives. In contrast to both the pure functionalists and federalists, Lindberg attaches less weight to the transference of loyalties as a means to supranational integration and instead focuses on international cooperation. In this study, evidence of engrenage and mutual trust also support Putnam's statement regarding the instrumental value of institutions as a means of achieving political change. The first part of this essay examines the role of the European Commission and member states regarding the application of EC directives. In part 2, I evaluate the role of the European Parliament's Committee on Petitions as a citizens' lobbying forum by examining six cases that were heard before the committee. This sampling highlights some of the practical difficulties of securing recognition and the limitations of integration by describing four sources of problems: (1) member states may deliberately violate EC law; (2) member states may ignore EC legal precedents; (3) member states reserve the right to determine national standards and administer entrance ex-BLITZ aminations according to their own traditions; and (4) gaps in lead to bureaucratic complications.
Data informing this study were gathered from petitions h archives of the European Parliament's Committee on Petition bourg and records held in Directorate General 22 and the cen the European Commission. This information was supplement views conducted from November to March 1996 with subjec members of the European Parliament in Brussels and with p Paris.
The Legal Framework
In the 1990s, the European Commission became increasingly reliant on directives as a means of implementing EC law. With respect to free movement, the use of directives became synonymous with the commission's ambition of creating a "People's Europe" based on a mobile transnational labor force. However, as the recent White Paper on Education records demonstrate, freedom of movement is a "general rule" but is not universally accepted.9 The white paper also describes three principal types of nondiscriminatory measures that constitute "significant obstacles" to the free movement of professionals in the Community. For the migrant worker, these obstacles are the practice of recognizing professional qualifications; establishing proof of good health, good repute, and sound financial standing; securing membership in professional organizations, and complying with codes of conduct. Each of these potential barriers to free movement warrants some discussion.
The European Union's attempt to recognize professional qualifications has centered on three articles recorded in the EEC Treaty. These are Article 57 on professional recognition; Article 49, which calls for the abolition, systematically and progressively, of all potential obstacles to the liberalization of the movement of workers; and Article 235, which gives the Council of Ministers the powers to extend the provisions of the treaty in the course of completing the common market. Of all of these, only Article 57(1) explicitly includes the mutual recognition of diplomas as a measure aimed to promote free movement.10 It should be added that while the establishment of an integrated common market hinges on the application of the freedom of movement and settlement, mutual recognition is not a precondition, but rather a facilitating condition. As Julia Lasett notes, "Article 57(1) talks merely of trades and to a lesser extent for some professional services from 1964 to 1982, and they aimed at sectoral harmonization. This type of legislation offered individuals a real advantage insofar as they could rely on the directive to pursue their professional activity anywhere in the Community, even if their trade was not regulated in some member states. There were also some obvious drawbacks to this approach. First, individuals needed to have practiced their profession for a number of years in their home country before migrating to another country. Second, the attempt to introduce sector-or profession-specific directives proved administratively burdensome and was subsequently abandoned. The second class of directives is similar to the series of legislation described above insofar as it operates on a profession by profession basis. What distinguishes this series of directives is the automatic provision of recognition based on a minimal coordination of education and training. The basic criterion for recognizing certain professions (e.g., healthcare professionals such as doctors, dentists, and pharmacists) is that they were considered to be similar across the member states, and therefore a minimum level of training could be relied upon as an objective measure. However, this type of legislation was as cumbersome to implement as the transitional directives and was largely abandoned in 1985. There was one directive introduced in 1993 to consolidate the "doctor's directive," but overall, this style of recognition was abandoned in favor of a more general system. The third approach to professional recognition was established at a time when the Community was preparing to relaunch itself and embrace a new integrationist era. In 1984 at the European Council meeting in Fontainebleau, France, the members called upon the council to introduce a "general system" for ensuring the equivalence of university diplomas. The aim was to protect freedom of establishment within the Community. Freedo lishment is a basic right of citizens of EU member states to m anywhere in the EU. While the Community did not focus eith tion of equivalence or on the specifics of university education, it install a general procedure for recognizing professional qualif was introduced by means of a new general directive, 89/48/EE eral system for the recognition of higher-education and train three years' duration." This general directive was followed by tal one, 92/51/EEC, onJune 18, 1992.
Directive 89/48/EEC is interesting for a number of reason general but only applies to nationals who are fully qualified regulated profession in one of the host member states. Second tor specific and covers any diploma or evidence of training competent authority in cases where the student has complet years training at the post-secondary level. Third, this type of dir based on the principle of mutual respect, also offers the possibili ber states to insist on aptitude tests or additional training. Fo the green paper describes this approach as "semi-automatic."
The manner in which this directive was constructed is also ber State may also require the applicant to provide evidence of experience ... to complete an adaptation period not exceeding or take an aptitude test."13 The notion of a balancing act was all the institutions, as described eloquently in the commission's r European Parliament and council on the application of Direct EEC: "The challenge to Community policy in this field has r tered since the signature of the Treaty of Rome: how to resolve t conflict between national educational systems, the diversity of w to, and preserves, national identity, and the right conferred u ropean citizen to exercise his or her profession through the U balancing act was, however, further complicated. On paper, 48/EEC also provides the commission with certain regulatory tive powers. This is expressed in Article 4: which mandates that states must offer applicants the right to c tween an aptitude test or an adaptation period. Article 11: which sets a 2-year deadline for complying with the directive enfor through the European Court ofJustice.
Article 12: which sets out a specific category and time limit for part-time and time work.
The 1992 supplementary directive further extended the commission's powers in the context of 89/48/EEC. For example, under
Chapter IV. it guarantees certain provisions of health standards.
Article 5b: it insists that those seeking recognition must be notified no more than 4 months after they file the request.
Chapter X: it states that the commission can review national courses.
Article 15: it determines if member states meet criteria by establishing if courses have a special structure.
What is also interesting to note about the formal division of powers and the explicit recognition of rights and responsibilities recorded in this legislation is the fact that the European Commission associates the general directive with the principle of subsidiarity that it believes may facilitate cooperation.15
Subsidiarity is a principle in which the functions that subordinate or local organizations perform effectively belong more properly to them than to a dominant central organization. Yet, assuming that member states will act in accordance with the commission's idealized reading of subsidiarity has not proved to be the general rule. Evidence against cooperation is found in the commission's report on the implementation of Directive 89/48/EEC.
Implementing Directive 89/48/EEC
The reports collected by the European Commission on Directive 89/48/ EEC paint a superficially optimistic picture of the institutional mechanisms for recognizing diplomas based on this piece of legislation. According to the Article 11 Reports, a series of statements submitted by the member states and European Economic Area (EEA) countries to the Commission Directorate XV, which monitors the internal market, the directive has been implemented fairly successfully in a number of cases. Table 1 records the total number of applications received and the results of individuals' petitions for recognition. Table 1 is informative for several reasons. First, it demonstrates that in 1994, requests for recognition based on this directive varied widely among the member states and professions, and it calls into question some of the tThe documentation submitted by Ireland suggests that there were hundreds more incomplete files than complete files submitted. In spite of this, it appears that files were amended and later considered.
commission's optimism. The reported level of acceptance, based on the application of the general system, was under 6,000 citizens in total. Second, a potential obstacle, the use of supplemental exams as a condition for recognition, seems to have been largely avoided. With the exception of France and to a lesser extent Great Britain, the insistence on aptitude tests and additional training as a means of securing recognition as a percentage of total applicants, except in Britain and Germany.
However, a critical reading of the commission's data reveals that the above statistics do not provide the complete picture. In many cases, the percentages simply do not add up, and it is difficult to estimate what happened to the rest of the applicants. There are a number of discernible problems with the commission's documentation: first, not all member states had supplied information by the time the report was compiled-Greece and Belgium were the offending states; second, only a fraction of professions have been included; third, there is no description of how the data were collected, and hence, the statistics provided appear inexplicably low. For example, while the United Kingdom offered data on 38 professions, Germany and Denmark provided information on five. In some cases, the figures do not add up at all. A more instructive account of the members' attempts to impleme directive is found in the Application Report submitted to the European P ment. In a contradictory paragraph, the commission acknowledges while approximately 11,000 citizens obtained professional recogniti tween January 4, 1991, and December 31, 1994, the vast majority of were teachers, and over half applied to the United Kingdom. While th mission argues that only about 8 percent of applicants are unsuccessf sample pool is very small and hardly inclusive. The language used i above-mentioned report is suggestive and inconclusive. The directive have improved the situation of migrants already established," and creased student mobility brought about by the ERASMUS and SOCR programs "may also act as an impetus to greater professional mobility."'1
In spite of European Commissioner Mario Monti's delight that "th eral system for recognizing higher education diplomas has proved suc in practice,"'17 there are few reported data on the overall implementatio Directive 89/48/EEC. The commission itself has published scarce in tion on the successful implementation of this directive. The followin lems still pose real obstacles to the provision of professional recogn First, according to the 1996 report Free Movement of People: General Syst Recognition of Higher Education Diplomas Working Well, 18 some member have not completely implemented the directive and instituted adeq compensatory mechanisms. Second, the commission assumes that t visions of the directive are "sufficiently clear" and should encourage to seek recognition even if the legislation is not properly implemen their country of appeal.'19 As discussed above, this directive is a com legal text aimed at satisfying all parties on the basis of mutual trust. It be a mistake to assume that it is truly a self-evident piece of legislation. there is unwillingness to implement the directive in certain professions.
above-mentioned report even cites complaints made against Germa tices of recognizing teachers' qualifications, in addition to the infrin proceedings filed against France for imposing excessive conditions non-French applicants who want to teach in France.20 Fourth, in some c linguistic ability must be established and certified before the applic made, and this may lead to discriminatory practices.
Complying with EC Law
Members who fail to comply with EC law by not introducing and enf ing directives can be investigated by the commission with a view to p The first case, petition 305/91, concerns a German national who soug recognition of her teaching qualifications in Greece and was denied on basis of her nationality. The petitioner was married to a Greek and had b living in Greece since 1983. Under Greek law, her training entitled her teach English. However, inJanuary 1991, she was refused permission to teac on the basis that she was not a Greek national. Instead, the authorities lieved that if the petitioner wanted to work in Greece, she should take Greek nationality and renounce her German citizenship.29 27 Report Drawn Up on Behalf of the Committee on Petitions, p. 8. Years, 1990 Years, -91, 1991 Years, -92, 1993 Years, -94, 1994 The commission therefore decided to file Article 169 proceedings against the Greek state and included the new petition as evidence. Notice was served on the Greek government on June 10, 1992-exactly 1 year after petition 305/91 was filed. The European Parliament took an active interest in this case as it developed, and on July 13, 1993, M.E.P. Rosaria Bindi submitted a written question in which she recorded a litany of complaints against Greece and asked what the commission was prepared to do. There was no disagreement between the Parliament and the commission on this matter. Replying on behalf of the commission, Vanni D'Archirafi declared that the Greek government's behavior was inadmissible and that the commission would use political pressure while examining legal options to enforce conformity.
Reports of the Committee of Petitions on the Work of the Committee on Petitions during the Parliamen
On December 14, 1993, the commission formally referred the problem to the European Court of Justice. Finally, on August 22, 1994, 18 months after the internal market was supposed to have been completed, the Greek government issued a new decree (F.E.K. 232) that abolished the condition of Greek nationality for non-Greek citizens of the EU that had ignited this case.
Case 2: The Limits of Recognition: Acquired Experience Ignored
The second case, petition 109/91, concerns a Belg who sought to have his diploma from Nivelles, a Belg nized in France. He had been working as an auxiliary sports instructor in a private school in France since 1 secure a permanent position because his qualification equivalent in France. The issue was important becaus tional agencies refused to recognize experience acqu therefore, undermined the spirit of "mutual recogni
The facts of the case were disclosed on June 27-2 noted that the petitioner received his diploma after 2 years as opposed to 3 years. His case did not there tive 89/48/EEC. However, the commission remarked applied and referred to Articles 5, 48, and 59 of th 30 COP, Commission reply, March 2, 1992.
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August 1999 This content downloaded from 144. The commission recalled that member states are required, e absence of a directive, to consider the extent to which knowledg fications certified by the original state correspond to those requ the rules of the host country. The commission argued that sinc tioner had worked in France since 1978, the national authorities sess whether the knowledge acquired may be counted for the establishing qualifications. It therefore advised the petitioner to plications to the French authorities on the basis of Directive 89 Heylens and Vlassopoulu cases. The following case concerns the division of authority within munity. While EC law takes precedence over national law, there sibility of conflict between the community and members given the national agencies may define the criteria for certification in their tries. The possibility for conflict was recorded in petition 500/9 a Belgian graduate who sought recognition of her teaching diplom in France. The petitioner taught French at a private secondary northern France, but the Lille education authorities refused to her Belgian diploma as being "three steps above the Baccalaureat In its reply, the commission referred to Directive 89/48/EEC its provisions. According to the commission, the directive was in cable; however, there were some caveats. First, the French autho within their right to ask applicants to take part in the competit under French regulations since this was a competitive recruitm nation. Second, France had recently adopted provisions allowin holders of a diploma or other qualification "awarded on compl course of post-secondary study of at least three years' duration EC Member-State" to take part in such competitive examination mission therefore concluded that the petitioner could take a c entrance examination but that France was within its rights to r not recognize other qualifications on the basis of knowledge acqu through formal study or practical experience. A similar case was presented by petitioner 90/93, a German n ing in Verdun, where she worked as a contract teacher. The pet obtained a diploma in languages and literature in Germany that q to teach German and English at the secondary school level. In 1992, she sought to reenter the teaching profession but could on "31 COP, case 500/91, December 16-17, 1991. Comparative Education Review 323 The petition that opened before the European Parliament 28, 1993, received the following opinion from the commissio pay is a matter for the Member States. The fact that contract paid less than staff teachers does not constitute discrimination fact that qualifications were obtained abroad, since contract t French qualifications were also paid less than staff teachers. C the petitioner is in the same position as French nationals working teachers. To obtain higher pay and be appointed as a staff te French state educational system, applicants must pass a compet ment examination followed by a period of practical training."32 In commission threw the case back and reminded the petitioner t 89/48/EEC did not prevent France from requiring applicants t a competitive examination, provided it was done in a nondisc manner. In the end, both cases served to uphold states' claims national standards and recognition on their own terms. One year later, the case was still open. According to a letter dated May 13, 1992, the commission was seeking clarification from the German authorities why this was so. On June 2, 1992, the commission provided the Parliament with a supplementary reply: "According to information available to the Commission . . . this rejection was based on the fact that in North Rhine Westphalia qualifications are required in two subjects to be able to teach in a secondary school and the petitioner is qualified only in one."33
Mr. Rogalla, took up the case and asked the commission to adop on the problem. The commission replied on February 16, 1993, a "Article 3 of Directive 89/48 lays down the principle of recogni ploma as it stands, once the equivalence of the profession is es which is so. The lack of a second qualification might amount to difference in the training requirements of North Rhine Westph training requirements of the petitioner which must be offset b tion requirements laid down by Article 4 of the Directive either by tests or an adaptation period."34 In a letter sent on September 28, 1993, Mr. Rogalla forwarde ment of the German court that heard the petitioner's case at th
The court confirmed the authorities' refusal and recorded that member states were free to define the minimum level of qualifications required for access to, and the practice of, a profession but that they are required to take into account qualifications obtained in other member states. The commission accepted this ruling and agreed that Germany was free to require a fairly high standard of training provided that it was applied in a nondiscriminatory manner. On June 6, 1994, Rosaria Bindi, M.E.P. and chair of the Committee on Petitions, concluded that there was no more that could be done for the petitioner, and the petition was finally closed.
Case 5: Gaps in EC Law
Cases 131/88 and 521/91 concern a French nurse who sought to work in Belgium and who encountered difficulties on the basis that her qualifications were considered obsolete and inferior. The Belgian nurse, on whose behalf a petition was filed in 1988, complained of discrimination and argued that she was carrying out the same tasks as a Belgian Al grade nurse but was only being paid as an assistant nurse. The case pointed to clear gaps in EC law that were difficult to resolve.
At first, the case was heard and closed on February 27-28, 1989, when the committee argued that a specific directive (77/452/EEC) that covered nurses did not apply. The petition was therefore forwarded to the Commission on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights. However, the petitioner reapplied, and her case was reopened on December 16-17, 1991.
On July 22, 1991, the commission replied to the European Parliament and noted that the subject had received a 2-year diploma as a state nurse and a 1-year training certificate as a pediatric nurse. Under EC law, Directives 77/ 452/EEC and 77/453/EEC did not apply because the subject had received only 2 years of training, and her 1-year certificate in pediatric nursing was not related to the work of an infirmiere graduee hospitaliere, which was what she sought. The commission underlined this point by reminding the European 34 COP, reply, February 16, 1993. Comparative Education Review 325 Case 6 underlines the bureaucratic difficulties of securing r "Elaine," an Irish national who sought to gain recognition of h Canadian diplomas to work in France as a speech therapist, spe years negotiating with authorities in France, Ireland, and in t institutions.
On May 18, 1992, the French authorities informed her that she would need to sit for an aptitude test or undergo an internship in five areas.36 Elaine was then asked to choose an internship site from one of four centers in Alsace, Orleans, Besan?on, and Marseilles organized by the local health authorities, known as the DRASS (Direction Regionales des Affaires Sanitaires et Sociales). All of the sites were a considerable distance from Paris and Elaine's current place of work, and given that she had sole custody of two small children, it would have been impossible for her to carry out her internship so far away.
Based on the advice of Irish M.E.P. Mary Banotti, Elaine appealed to the European Parliament's Committee on Petitions. The Parliament, having sought clarification from the commission, responded that there were no grounds to consider this a matter of discrimination or a violation of EC law.
According to the commission, until November 1992, there were only 90 requests for recognition made by speech therapists in France. Of these requests, 12 percent were incomplete, and 85 percent received authorization enabling them to practice immediately. Only 3 percent received a decision requiring further training. In total, only three persons were required to undergo an adaptation period or test.37 The commission therefore concluded that there was little justification for more training centers and that the French authorities had returned a reasonable answer. Unhappy with this response, Elaine continued to apply pressure through the European Parliament with the hope of convincing the DRASS to make an exception to her case.
Over 3 years, the DRASS, European Parliament, and sion all cooperated to resolve Elaine's dilemma. Given 35 COP, reply, July 22, 1992. 36 The five areas were: laryngectomy; reeducation of the hard-of-hearin and language problems in the multihandicapped child; remediation of related to mental retardation, visual handicap, hearing deficiency, emot handicap; and French education. These case studies offer an insight into the negotiations over recognition and the practical difficulties European citizens have encountered. One can discern four key problems from the above discussion. First, there is the issue of deliberate noncompliance that is highlighted in the case of Greece. Although the above discussion records uniform disapproval among the European institutions on Greece's use of nationality as a criterion for admission to key professions, the fact that the commission filed Article 169 proceedings and ultimately referred the case to the European Court ofJustice undermines the principle of mutual recognition that is central to the original EEC plan.
Second, the fact that the Parliament and commission must continually remind member states of EC legal precedents, such as directives and European Court of Justice case law, also raises questions over the application of mutual recognition. This was illustrated in the discussion of case 2 where the commission reminded the member states that, even in the absence of a directive, they should take acquired experience into consideration when evaluating foreign nationals' qualifications. While recognition may be achieved, as it was in the case of the French teacher in Germany, it is important to underline that there is still a wide gulf between recognition and the provision of professional equivalence. Indeed, even securing some acknowledgment that an individual's preparation may be recognized is a significant feat and one that distinguishes the case of the language teacher from the Belgian sports instructor who had worked in his profession for over 12 years. In this case, "38 Dr.Jacqueline Lemeunier, interview by author, Paris, March 22, 1996. Comparative Education Review 327 Third, cases 3 and 4 underline the importance of national over EC laws regarding recognition. While the introduction such as 89/48 indicate a willingness to cooperate with the aim recognizing professional diplomas, the Committee on Peti commission both acknowledge that member states reserve the rig mine minimum national standards and administer entrance examinations according to their own traditions. Indeed, Directive 89/48/EEC expl records the possibility for exclusion and additional requirements stip by national authorities. As the above studies demonstrate, teachers se to work in different states may still be affected by these exclusions member states ultimately may determine minimum standards. This fa also confirmed in the Article 11 Reports as discussed in the previous s Fourth, there are gaps in administrative practice and EC law that plicate the successful application of mutual recognition. For administ who must now consider foreign qualifications and their relevance to own national systems, there is still much uncharted territory to cover. F French nurse whose obsolete diploma could find no equivalence in Bel there was little the European Parliament could do. In the case of Ela however, the constant pushing by the Committee on Petitions, and sp cally M.E.P. Mary Banotti sustained her campaign. While Elaine was ev ally granted the right to retrain in Paris, her success was due to exte cooperation between the European Parliament, commission, and Frenc thorities who agreed to solve this exceptional case. Directive 89/48: A Marginal Success From the commission's data, it would appear that the popular dire 89/48/EEC is actually helping relatively few people. Moreover, we not the failure to collect a comprehensive sample of data on 89/48/EEC the member states is itself a reason for criticism. The problems iden by the commission underline the possibility of noncompliance. Some simply dragged their feet and refused to transpose the directive into law speedy fashion.
Where this directive has entered into force and the legal problem been solved, there is still an administrative question: is it being used t those seeking work in another member state? The case of Elaine dem strates that securing recognition in practice is an uninviting process. directive is having little practical effect in terms of mobilizing many and if it can only be applied through time-consuming lobbying of bu 328 August 1999 The cases discussed above reveal that the ideal of professional reco tion and the practice of accepting training and experience gained in a other member state are quite distinct. European Community law in it does not ensure that one's professional qualifications will be admitted that one's basic freedoms of movement and settlement will be satisfied. As the commission's report to the Parliament and the council recalls, Article 52 of the EEC Treaty is interpreted to require states to "examine to what extent the knowledge of qualifications obtained by the person concerned in his country of origin correspond to those required by the rules of the host State."39 States have considerable room to maneuver, but the fact that individual citizens can secure recognition-albeit through a lengthy and complicated process-is evidence that mutual trust is not a fiction and that integration is possible. It is important to note that those whose diplomas were recognized, like Elaine, often benefited more from personal advocacy than from the legal merits of their cases. Indeed, Elaine's case reveals not only that engrenage is not simply a theoretical concept (i.e., high-level communication across institutions may produce integrationist gains) but also that interinstitutional cooperation is costly, time-consuming, and very complex.
Conclusion: On Institutions and Leaders in the Integration Process
The theoretical literature informing this study includes the claims that institutions shape politics, are bound by historical customs, and yet may The most common means of invoking EC law is through the applicatio of EC sectoral and general directives, including EEC 89/48. This directive distinct from previous types of legislation because it paved the way for t institutionalization of the principle of mutual trust that has proved crit to the success of applicants seeking recognition of their professional qual cations. Although the data on Directive 89/48 are incomplete, making it d ficult to generalize too extensively, states are recognizing the educatio and professional qualifications of a small pool of EU citizens. By relying this type of directive, the European Commission has therefore been able shape politics and secure results that have previously been denied to mem ber states and other actors. Indeed, Unesco has been appealing to its mem bers to apply the principle of "mutual recognition" for several decades n but to no avail. In the case of the European Union, however, it is the com nation of having institutions capable of enforcing EC law, the legitimacy which is accepted by member states, and the monitoring of this law b supranational commission and Parliament that makes the application of m tual trust and the recognition of professional qualifications possible.
The process according to which the commission and the Parliament' Committee on Petitions have been able to promote mutual recognition h broader implications for theorists of integration. In the introduction of this article, I posed the question, can cooperative efforts by national gover ments actually lead to integration? My study sought to answer the quest by uncovering evidence of spillover and engrenage and evaluating federa claims that the application of supranational law may serve as a blueprint European integration.
Spillover is identified in the creation of directives and institutions, su as the Committee on Petitions. The very introduction of educational an training issues into the EC framework, which were ignored in the Rom Treaty, is itself evidence of spillover. As noted in the first part of this artic the motivation to address the issue of mutual recognition emerged from the economic objective of creating a highly skilled labor force that could mo freely in an integrated labor market. It was the interpretation of the E Treaty, applied in the creation of directives regarding professional mobility, that made the institutionalization of this practice possible. The history EEC 89/48, the establishment of a Committee on Petitions, and the exte sion of the commission's powers of oversight thus confirm the relevance 330 August 1999 The concept of engrenage, which assumes that over the cour level communication, officials in different member states will t through institutions toward common European objectives, is als in this study. Evidence of engrenage is found in the degree to whic in national agencies, the European Parliament, and the Euopean sion have been able to agree on the few cases for which recogn granted. The personal advocacy efforts that aided Elaine in he have her qualifications recognized reveal that engrenage is inde concept. Applying the logic of Lindberg's analysis, it is importan that institutions such as the Committee on Petitions were able to mediate successfully between state ministries, the commission, and the local institutions in the Paris region to solve Elaine's dilemma, which was essentially a practical problem for one individual. In contrast to the pure federalist explanation of integration, this article documents that it is not the normalization of EC legislation per se but rather the constant examination and reinforcement of Community law by institutions and political leaders that can produce a "booster effect." As Mary Banotti, the M.E.P. who advocated so strongly on behalf of Elaine, stated, those who persevered in the quest for recognition succeeded. Although engrenage is a complicated and time-consuming approach to integration, it can indeed work.
This article contributes to the literature on European integration and institutional theory in two key ways. First, it affirms Robert Putnam's belief regarding the instrumental value of institutional vehicles for political change.
Second, by applying the concepts of spillover and engrenage to the inner workings of the European Commission and European Parliament's Committee on Petitions, it challenges the conventional wisdom that integration is an end product rather than a process, and that is borne out in the competition between national and supranational agencies. This article concludes that international cooperation, when mediated by dedicated institutions and politicians, can promote integration following Lindberg's model. This study of professional recognition and the institutional processes by which it is accorded demonstrates that mutual trust can foster greater cooperation and provide the seeds for supranational integration.
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